


Quarter 1: Engineering Through History

Introduction: Sixth graders start their year by learning about South American civilizations in
Social Studies and the engineering design process in STEM. This project links those ideas
together and starts teaching and familiarizing students with conducting safe and appropriate
research, distilling clear and focused information from that research, and properly citing
sources. By the end of this project students will have a greater understanding of invention
and innovation as time-taking processes, not moments of instantaneous inspiration, and
appreciate the contributions of indigenous and non-European inventors.  

Purpose: The purpose of this assignment is for students to understand the processes of both
invention and innovation and how people from di�erent time periods and cultures
contributed to our quality of life today. By conducting research and producing a slideshow,
students will demonstrate understanding and implementation of correct and appropriate
research and citations.

Example Projects:





Quarter 2: Rainforest Deforestation Project

Introduction: In the second quarter, sixth graders begin to learn about rainforest
deforestation, its impacts, and the multitude of factors contributing to it. They conduct
research on a deforestation problem in Social Studies class, use the design process in STEM
to create a solution to that problem and design a prototype for it, and present their work in
both classes respectively. Students see the impact of deforestation through erosion and
greenhouse gas labs conducted in Science class, and show their understanding of the
interconnectedness of this issue by writing a narrative piece in English class from the POV of
someone close to the deforestation issue.

Purpose: The purpose of this assignment is for students to learn the layers and intricacies
behind large global problems. Through their research, students will be able to put themselves
in the shoes of someone impacted by, or impacting, the deforestation of the rainforest and
write a narrative from their perspective.

Example Projects:





Quarter 3: Mars Project

Introduction: Quarter three introduces sixth graders to the concepts of gravity, the
atmosphere, and water in science class, and the Mars Project loops in every subject over the
course of the quarter. Students research the challenges the Martian atmosphere, gravity, and
soil infertility will pose to any future colonists. They write a five-paragraph essay, complete
with works cited page, identifying key challenges in these areas. Students then bring their
findings to STEM class where they design solutions to these problems and present their
findings to the class.

Purpose: The purpose of this assignment is for students to understand and utilize
responsible research methods, how to inform an audience about a topic using information
gathered during research, and present findings clearly. Students must use the findings from
their research paper to produce an infographic and 5-10 minute presentation with
accompanying slideshow as a team, illustrating solutions to the problems they found during
their research.

Example Projects:





Quarter 4: Greek and Roman Fair

Introduction: The fourth and final quarter of sixth grade sees the beginning of the Greek and
Roman unit. The culmination of this unit will be the Greek and Roman fair held during school
on Friday June 10th. Students are required to attend this event as it serves as the Social
Studies final exam for this semester. We spend several weeks in class learning about the
history, geography, and cultures of Greece and Rome to give students a solid foundation for
their project. Students will have time in their classes to work on the project, but will also need
to do additional work and research at home.

Purpose: The purpose of this assignment is to give students the skills needed to do
independent research, form their own ideas about information they read, write a polished
research paper, create a 3D demonstration of their research, and give an e�ective
presentation. Through completing this project, students will more deeply explore a specific
topic related to the content covered in Social Studies this quarter.

Example Projects:






